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DISCOUNTED TO $3.99 UNTIL 9/3Point of Crisis:The epic post-apocalyptic series continues...In
the aftermath of the brutal attack on his family compound, Alex Fletcher embraces his rapidly
expanding role within the New England Regional Recovery Zone (RRZ).Fueled by a limitless drive
to protect his family and a rekindled sense of duty, he enlists the reluctant aid of a local militia
commander--to ease the public&apos;s fears of a federal government takeover.As Captain Fletcher
digs deeper into the government&apos;s plans, he starts to question the federal
government&apos;s intentions--and ability to stabilize the situation in New England. With the
region&apos;s critical infrastructure destroyed and the nation&apos;s electrical grid crippled,he
foresees a human cataclysm, with several hundred thousand desperate refugees marching further
north through Maine.The bad news doesn&apos;t end there.Alex discovers that Eli Russell has
rebuilt his militia--with the intention of hastening the Regional Recovery Zone&apos;s downfall.
Obsessed with stopping the deranged psychopath that attacked his family, Alex scours the back
roads and rural towns of southern Maine to find him--unaware that Eli&apos;s plans are far more
personal.With the world swiftly unraveling around him, Alex will face his most difficult decisions
ever...The Perseid Collapse Books (In Order):Â The Jakarta Pandemic, Prequel to The Perseid
Collapse SeriesThe Perseid Collapse, Book OneEvent Horizon, Book TwoPoint of Crisis, Book
ThreeDispatches, Book FourNow part of The Perseid Collapse Series Kindle World! Read dozens
of novellas inspired by the events in The Perseid Collapse books. Go to &apos;s Kindle Worlds
today.
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The Jakarta Pandemic and the first two books in this series are fantastic in that they mix an
apocalyptic scenario with human drama and military style combat very well. This book, however,
seems to have dropped the human drama in favor of a military government take over of New
England. As with his other books, this one is well written, well edited and nicely paced. I can't fault it
at all in those respects and it is a very entertaining read. it is definitely not a stand alone novel but
instead a middle book in a series.Part of my disappointment is that I thought this was a trilogy but all
this book did was set up the series for several future books without resolving much or explaining
much. The epilogue ends with a 'The End?' suggesting there may not be any more in the series but
we all know that's just not going to be the case. But that's on me.Where I take away stars on this
book is that the book is so different in tone from the earlier books in the series. It's not about Alex
Fletcher and his family. This book is about Captain Fletcher and his almost superhuman abilities as
a Military Intelligence Officer working against an amoral insurgent and clueless bureaucratic
government leaders. at times he's a borderline Mary Sue character without flaws or weaknesses
singlehandedly saving all of Maine from the forces of darkness.Konkoly started this series with the
suggestion that this was all a Chinese attack on the US. There's a little more in this book to advance
that idea and more to suggest that the Russians are joining in to reclaim their lost empire. But,
there's more to also suggest that this is some US governmental operation to take over as well.

Another good well written book. Kudo's to Konkoly.This one starts with American assests that aren't
in America coming under attack and America retaliating.Captain Alex Fletcher is touring his region
trying to get the locals onboard with whats coming. He's had some luck with Campbells militia
group. Campbell's a guy who's willing to listen and realizes whats coming and he's convinced his

group that they need to meet Alex half way.Alex also heads for the airport where his group will be
based.Alex has an ID card that will get him practically anything he needs along with recognition of
who he is.Alex also has three conex containers earmarked for he and Col. Grady's marines. These
container have been in storage for years. Alex is shaking his head at this but he's also beginning to
get an idea he's getting involved in something he will want nothing to do with. Questions abound for
Alex.The containers when opened have electronic and comm gear, uniforms with a dark pattern and
weapons that are more suited to Spec Ops then regular marines.On the homefront everyone is
working to repair the damage caused by Russells men. Lots of work and both Alex, Kate and the
rest of the gang are wondering if they will be able to stay or will need to head North to Charlie's
cabin. Its a decision they will have to make before Winter sets in.Alex also has marines at his home
on overwatch. Grady made his home a forward OP just so he could put those marines in place. Alex
and everyone else knows Russell is still around and he's not done yet.Eli Russell is hungering for
revenge on the Fletchers. He's killed many and will kill many more even his own men before its all
said and done.
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